
Hearing from constituents is important when serving in public 
office.
It is important that Legislators hear 
from you both as a constituent and 
as a fellow elected official. You are a 
valuable resource when keeping them 
informed about the needs in their 
district, especially as bills move through 
the legislative process. Time is always 
a factor when walking the district and 
visiting with voters, so they must rely on email, phone calls, and 
meetings for feedback. Get to know your state elected official on a first 
name basis.   

How useful are emails compared to phone calls or in-person 
visits?

The volume of communication into any public 
office can be overwhelming. In fact, some offices, 
particularly in leadership, have staff dedicated to 
taking email, mail, and phone calls from concerned 
citizens. Tagging and sorting communication by the 
issues they relate to provides useful information when 
establishing community priorities. Offices will usually 
separate out personal stories to focus on, as well as to 
determine what is impacting the community the most.

Why are personal stories a more 
valuable form of communication?
While all communications are tallied 
and considered, the personal stories 
are always more valuable. They provide 
key elements of real needs, concern, 
and insight because they came from 
the heart. Issues like healthcare, taxes, 
and state spending can become dry and impersonal. Sharing personal 
experiences with your elected official makes you memorable and offers 
connection and understanding into the true needs of the community. 
The opportunity for legislators to share how someone is directly 
impacted by a bill goes a long way in spotlighting a true need. Personal 
stories will always be a more compelling and persuasive endorsement 
towards change.
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How important is the use of social media?
Social media can provide great benefit to elected officials as they can 
quickly see who is reacting and responding to current issues in real 
time. However, it can be challenging to gage the level of concern or to 
even know if comments are coming from constituents. While social 
media remains a powerful tool, it should work in tandem with the 
overall communication channels they have to their district back home.   

Tips about in-person meetings with a Legislator
Concerned citizens with similar opinions tend to join together to make 
their voices heard. Hot topic issues can cause an uptick in opinions, 
but a good Legislator understands the importance of keeping issues in 
perspective. Without sharing your side of the issue, elected officials cannot 
truly represent the community, or worse assume there was no problem at 
all. Most Legislators try to honor every request for a meeting.  To make the 
most of everyone’s time, leverage your best opportunity for a face-to-face 
conversation by first asking “what is the purpose behind my meeting?” 
Defining that purpose, preparing a concise perspective to share, and 

identifying the staff member who’s handling that issue is an important step towards a successful in-
person meeting.

Are reams of statistics, research, and reports helpful?
It’s always helpful to have information that is specific to your 
community, the issue, or the impacted individuals. Facts always 
lend credibility to cause, and elected officials like to have statistics 
they can reference in meetings, hearings, and debates.  Remember, 
legislators need to ensure the quotes and statistics they are using 
are valid and can be shared from their original sources. 

What does an effective meeting with a Legislator look like?
While all good meetings include a brief introduction to yourself and your 
connection to the district and/or issue, the predominant topic to focus on is 
your ‘ask.’  Is it a bill you care about or a particular upcoming vote that has your 
concern? To make the most of your meeting, remember that anyone can complain 
but change is enacted when someone not only shares their personal connection 
but suggests actionable items. Essentially, your ‘ask.’ This provides legislators an 
opportunity to show support and gives you a reason to follow up with them again.

A final thought about civility 
It is true that you or your group may not always agree with the position of an elected official. 
Sometimes that can be the most valuable perspective a legislator needs to hear from. Most offices 
are always willing to have a cordial, friendly meeting.  However, coming in with animosity, laying 
down ultimatums, or disrupting the flow of day-to-day activity weakens your story and breaks down 
your relationship to that office. Be sure you are clear about your concern, your opinion, and your ask 
and be open and receptive to hearing their response. Ask for insight into why they believe a certain 
way or question how they are going to vote on an issue. Above all, always consider the big picture 
and how small ripples can impact large communities. Remember that many of the people who voted 
them into office voted you into office - - you are working for the same constituents.  It never hurts to 
remind them of this fact.  


